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XM600 for multiplexed cabinet controllers  
New functions in the 5.4 version 
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The new version of the XM600 series for multiplexed 
cabinets is performance enhanced, efficient and flexible 
to satisfy the needs of the market. A strength of this new 
version is its easy installation thanks to pre-configured 
maps and backwards compatibility useful in existing 
installations.  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Now it’s also possible to update the controller directly 
from the field, by adding new refrigerants or updating 
the firmware with new functions.  
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1. New features 
The 5.4 version introduces important functions that improve the family performances and make it comply with the new 
environmental protection rules.  
 
1.1 Ease & performances  

All models have the same firmware platform to ensure the same robust performance whether 
using a stepper or a PWM valve. Ease of use and maintenance are guaranteed by common 
parameters and functions. 
 
 

 
1.2 Auto-adaptive superheat  

The new auto-adaptive algorithm for the superheat management improves the cabinet performance in terms of ease of 
use and energy savings. 
 
1.3 Multi map    

Controllers have different kinds of applications that have been optimized after several laboratory 
tests. The customer can choose the most suitable solution among: low temperature, normal 
temperature with or without auto-adaptive superheat, and more.   
 
 
 

 

1.4 Quick update  

Today it’s possible to easily reprogram all XM600 controllers directly in the field in order to be 
compliant with the market trends; they are always available for your controllers even if already 
installed.   
 
 
 
 

1.5 Natural refrigerant updating  

Today it’s possible to update the XM600 controllers directly from the field by adding new 
refrigerants or updating the software with new functions in order to be always in line with the 
market trend and with the current regulations.  
 
 
 

 

1.6 Service functions  

Clean mode function 
This new function allows the cabinet to be washed safely without disconnecting it from the 
monitoring system. 
 
 
 
Stepper valve autocalibration 
This useful function allows the autocalibration of the stepper valve in order to optimize the step   
adjustment.  
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1.7 High compatibility   

The LAN, compatible with previous versions (r2.8, 4.2, 3.0), allows new controllers to be installed in already existent 
networks receiving the same commands and sharing the same information, such as: pressure, defrost synchronization, 
light synchronization, cold demand, auxiliary activation to drive the anti-sweat heaters, and more.  
 

 
 
1.8 Fast communication  

A faster communication (19,2k) between controllers and supervising systems allow the cabinet 
to be monitored in real time ensuring a prompt intervention of the service in case of alarms. 
 
 
 
 

 
1.9 High flexibility  

The XM600 series is even more flexible; in fact it can be used also in plug-in cabinets where 2 
probes can be configured as digital inputs to monitor the compressor status.  
 
 
 
 

 
1.10 Cold room application 

Up to 5 probes for temperature regulation to ensure a uniform room temperature. Depending 
on the needs, the room temperature can be set according to the average of the probes or on 
the highest detected temperature. 
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1.11 Hot Key 64K 

The XM600 controllers 5.4 version use the new programming key (code DK00000300) to 
download the parameter map. Previous Hot Key in 4K is no more compatible. 

 
 
 

 
1.12 On demand defrost 

Besides standard defrost modes (interval or time), XM600 controllers are now equipped with a new self-learning 
algorithm to start defrost only if needed. Evaporator operating conditions are monitored constantly, and the defrost starts 
automatically only when the controller detects that it is needed. This ensures the consumption optimization since the 
defrost is performed according to the real working conditions and only when the evaporator starts losing efficiency.   
It is possible to set safety conditions such as the minimum or maximum interval between defrosts in order to meet 
different cabinet features. 

2. New codification  
Here below the list of new codes which will substitute the current ones: 
 

 CURRENT CODE NEW CODE v. 5.4 
XM669K-5P1C1 X0MGFDDIC501-S00 X0MGFDDIC520-S00 
XM669K-5P1C1 X0MGFDDIC500-S00 X0MGFDDIC520-S00 
XM670K-5N0C1 X0MFGIDOC500-I00 X0MFGIDOC510-S00 
XM670K-5N3C3 X0MGGJDOJ500-S00 X0MGGJDOJ520-S00 
XM670K-5N3C2 X0MGGJDOK500-S00 X0MGGJDOK520-S00 
XM678D-2N3C3 X0MGHJDOJ200-S00 X0MGHJDOJ210-S0A 
XM678D-2N3C2 X0MGHJDOK220-S00 X0MGHJDOK230-S00 
XM679K-5N1C0 X0MGIIDOD520-I00 X0MGIIDOD530-S00 
XM679K-5N1C0 X0MGIIDOD520-S00 X0MGIIDOD530-I00 
XM679K-5N3C2 X0MGIJDOK501-S00 X0MGIJDOK520-S00 
XM679K-5N3C4 X0MGIKDOK510-S00 X0MGIKDOK520-S00 
XM679K-5N3C2 X0MGIJDOK510-I01 X0MGIJDOK520-I01 
XM679K-5N3C2 X0MGIJDOK510-S00 X0MGIJDOK520-S00 
XM679K-5P3C0 X0MGIIDIK510-S00 X0MGIIDIK530-S01   
XM679K-5N3C2 X0MGIJDOK510-S0A X0MGIJDOK520-S01 
XM679K-5N3C3 X0MGIJDOJ510-S00 X0MGIJDOJ520-S00 
XM679K-5N3C2 X0MGIJDOK510-S00 X0MGIJDOK520-S00 

 

3. Prices 
Please contact our sales department for prices and further information. 
 

4. Availability and orders 
The XM600 series version 5.4 is already available. Previous versions are automatically replaced with new code.  
Please contact our sales department for delivery time.   
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